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A B S T R A C T   

Anti-perovskite compounds have drawn significant research interest as promising next-generation electrolytes 
for solid-state batteries, due to the high chemical stability against Li-metal, the negligible electronic conductivity 
and low cost. However, the low ionic conductivity, and the deficient fundamental understandings of ion 
transports impede the further optimization of the lithium anti-perovskite electrolytes. Herein, we reveal that 
exchanging anion lattice sites in the anti-perovskite could promote the structure stabilities and ionic conduc-
tivities simultaneously, by incorporating the rotational dynamics of anion clusters and strengthening the 
coupling between Li migrations and cluster rotations. Based on high-throughput calculations by density func-
tional theory (DFT), twelve new anti-perovskite materials are predicted to exhibit superionic conductivity, 
among which the highest ionic conductivity of 10.9 mS/cm in Li3BrSO4 can be achieved (hundreds of times 
higher than the ionic conductivity of typical Li3OCl antiperovskite, 0.021 mS/cm). Furthermore, the local dif-
ference frequency center is proposed to quantitatively characterize the coupled degree of Li migration and cluster 
rotation, revealing the contribution of paddlewheel effect to the ionic conductivity. Our proposed cation-anion 
dynamics coupling in site-exchanged and cluster-based antiperovskites not only open a new avenue for under-
standing the key role played by rotational dynamics on fast lithium mobility, but also can be generally applied to 
develop other fast ionic conductors with cluster dynamics.   

1. Introduction 

As the promising next-generation energy storage technology, solid 
state batteries have garnered increasing attention attributing to the 
intrinsic safety and potential opportunities to realize long-life cycle and 
high-energy density [1,2]. In recent years, tremendous endeavors were 
made on the development of solid-state electrolytes (SSE) with high 
ionic conductivities at room temperature (RT), comparable to that of 
liquid electrolytes in conventional lithium-ion batteries (~10− 2 S cm− 1) 
[3]. The ionic conductivities of state-of-the-art SSEs can reach the order 
of 10− 3 – 10− 2 S cm− 1, such as sulfides SSEs (Li10GeP2S12, σRT = 12 
mS/cm) [4], garnets (Li7La3Zr2O12, σRT = 1–2 mS/cm) [5], 
argyrodite-type SSEs (Li6.72PS5Cl, σRT = ~1 mS/cm [6], while the latest 
reported argyrodite-type Li6.25PS5.25(BH4)0.75 exhibits the theoretical 
highest ionic conductivity of 177 mS cm− 1 at RT [7]) and anti-perovskite 
SSEs (Li3OCl0.5Br0.5, σRT = 1–2 mS cm− 1) [8]. Although significant 
progress has been made over the past decade in enhancing ionic 

conductivity of SSEs by experiment and theoretical simulations, few 
experimentally or even theoretically reported SSEs so far, such as 
Li6.25PS5.25(BH4)0.75 and Li1+2xZn1-XPS4 [9], exhibit the ionic conduc-
tivity comparable to that of the so-called advanced superionic conduc-
tors (ASIC, whose ionic conductivity is close to 100 mS /cm at RT, and 
the activation energy is about 0.1 eV) [10]. This ASIC was found in the 
field of iodide fast ionic conductor four decades ago, e.g., RbCu4Cl3I2, 
which shows the superionic Ag+ and Cu+ diffusion [11]. Therefore, 
seeking novel SSEs with higher ionic conductivity at RT that can reach or 
come close to the criteria of ASIC is desirable and valuable for further 
improving the performance of lithium solid state batteries. As reported 
in previous works, the enhanced ionic conductivity of SSEs facilitates to 
increase active materials loading in the cathode materials, decrease the 
build up of mechanical stress in the lithium anode and reduce the overall 
impedance in the solid-state batteries [12,13]. 

For realizing the superionic conductivity at RT in the lithium con-
ductors, the fundamental understanding of the structural features and 
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mechanisms that determine the ability of lithium-ion migration worth 
pursuing from the perspectives of experiment and theory to accelerate 
the design of new SSEs. For example, the superionic conductivities of 
sulfide-based electrolytes could originate from the body-centered-cubic 
(bcc) arrangement of anions, which provides lithium migration path-
ways with low energy barriers between face-sharing tetrahedral sites 
[14]. This structural feature also has been adopted as screening criterion 
to find new fast ionic conductors, e.g. Li1+2xZn1-XPS4 with the ultra-high 
theoretical RT conductivity of 114 mS/cm [9]. Besides, concerted 
migration of lithium atoms with a decreased activation energy has been 
observed in some sulfide (LGPS, Li7P3S11, etc.), oxide (LLZO, LLTO, etc) 
and other fast ionic conductors [15–18]. In spite of the concerted 
migration found in the oxides, the ionic conductivity of which is lower 
than that of sulfides, Ceder’s group reported the corner-sharing struc-
tural feature as a new descriptor to screen the oxide fast ionic conduc-
tors, theoretically guiding the design of new oxide superionic conductor 
(LiIn(IO3)4, σRT = 18 mS cm− 1) [19]. 

More recently, the solid electrolytes containing anion clusters, such 
as Li3OBH4, Li2OHCl, Li2B12H12, Li3SBF4, Li6POS4(SH), Li6PS5(BH4), 
Na3S(BCl4), β-Li3PS4, Na3OBH4, etc. are attaining a lot of research in-
terests [7,18,20–24], especially due to the thermally-activated dynamics 
coupling between migrating cations and rotational anion clusters. The 
disordered reorientations of anion clusters could assist the migration of 
lithium ions with the low activation energy, so-called the paddle-wheel 
effect. The Li6POS4(SH) and Li6PS5(BH4) argyrodite-type SSEs [7] show 
the anomalously high ionic conductivities at RT (σRT = 82 mS/cm and 
177 mS/cm, respectively, with the SH− and BH4

− exhibiting the faster 
rotational dynamics than that of the B12H12

2− and PS4
3− clusters in the 

Li2B12H12 and Li3PS4). Therefore, the existence of clusters enjoying great 
rotation freedoms is necessary for the paddle-wheel-effect enabled high 
ionic conductivities. 

Here, motivated by the great potential of paddle-wheel effect on 
optimizing ionic conductivity of SSEs, we have studied the cluster-based 
anti-perovskite materials based on the density functional theory (DFT) 
simulations to break the limitation of low ionic conductivities of 
experimentally existing anti-perovskite (AP) SSEs. For the typical anti- 
perovskite Li3AB (A represents divalent chalcogen anions and forms 
the corner-sharing Li6A octahedra, and B represents monovalent 
halogen anions and occupies the space between octahedra), the reported 
ionic conductivities are about 1 mS/cm [25]. While there are limited 
number of A-B pairs to form stable Li3AB, impeding the further explo-
ration of anti-perovskite SSEs. Considering the stability based on the 
tolerance factor (t) of perovskite structures, we exchanged the positions 
of A and B anions to obtain modified-Li3BA with suitable t. Among these 
structures, the Li3BrSO4 exhibits the highest RT ionic conductivity of 
10.9 mS/cm and the lowest activation energy of 0.22 eV, which mainly 
attributes to the high rotational degrees of freedom for anion clusters 
and the reinforced paddlewheel dynamics. According to the systematic 
study of the cation-anion coupling dynamics, our findings uncover the 
ion-conduction mechanisms for the fast-ion diffusion in the mod-
ified-Li3BA materials and suggest that the degree of paddlewheel dy-
namics could be evaluated by the difference between the local cluster 
rotational frequency and Li hopping frequency, namely the local dif-
ference frequency center. 

2. Computational methodology 

2.1. First-principles structure search for the cluster-based anti-perovskites 

The structures of cluster-based APs were predicted by the global 
minimum search of free energy surfaces via DFT calculations based on 
the particle swarm optimization algorithm implemented in the 
CALYPSO [58]. The cluster gas-phase structures (Fig. S1) are regarded as 
a single element and introduced to the initial structures of the APs. As to 
search the ground-state structure of Li3ClSO4, three elements (Li, Cl and 
SO4) are adopted to build the trial structures containing one formula 

unit. During a regular search, a population with 20–30 initial structures 
are generated according to different space groups, then these structures 
are fully optimized until the energy and force convergence criteria of 
10− 5 eV and 0.03 Å/eV are reached, respectively. The 60% of the 
optimized structures with the ranked lowest energies were used to build 
the next generation with the updated structures based on different 
symmetries. When the lowest energies of structures do not change after 
10–30 generations of optimization, the structures are picked out for the 
further studies. 

2.2. Calculations of the properties of the cluster-based anti-perovskites 

The DFT calculations in this work were carried out by the VASP 
package based on the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [59]. 
The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximant 
(GGA) was applied to describe the exchange-correlation potential for the 
overall structural optimization with a 7*7*7 Monkhorst-Pack k-point 
mesh. The energy cutoff for plane wave expansion is 550 eV, and the 
energy and force convergences are set to 10− 6 eV and 0.01 eV/Å, 
respectively. The phonon dispersions were calculated by the Phonopy 
package [60] based on Density Functional Perturbation theory (DFPT) 
[61]. To prevent the presence of abnormal imaginary frequency in the 
dispersive spectrum, the higher convergence criteria of energy (1 ×
10− 10 eV) and force (10− 8 eV Å− 1) are applied during the structure 
optimization. Additionally, the electronic structures were calculated 
based on HSE06 hybrid functional [62]. Additionally, the ab initio 
molecular dynamics (AIMD) was used to investigate the ionic conduc-
tivities, the detailed can be found in section S1 of the supporting 
information. 

2.3. Procedure for fitting the moment tensor potential 

MTP was fitted to evaluate the Li diffusion at room temperature. The 
trained and tested data were prepared based on the AIMD simulations. 
During this AIMD simulations, time step was set to 2 fs, and all supercell 
systems were simulated for a short time with a total of 10,000 steps at 
different temperatures (from 300 to 1100 K with 200 K intervals). For 
each temperature, about 300 snapshot structures were uniformly 
extracted from the production run of 20 ps. Hence, a total of 1500 
training structures were generated. To obtain accurate energies and 
forces for machine learning potential training, the static self-consistent 
field calculations for the training structures were carried out. These 
SCF calculations were performed with a higher k-point density of at least 
100/Å− 3, an energy cutoff of 520 eV. The convergence criterion of en-
ergy for SCF calculations was set to 10− 6 eV/atom. During the MTP 
model training, the energy and force data points are assigned weights of 
100:1, similar to the previous work by S.P. Ong [63]. And an 80:20 split 
of the training:test data was used. All training and simulations with MTP 
framework were performed by using the open-source software and Py-
thon packages, including MLIP [64], LAMMPS [65] and Materials Ma-
chine Learning (maml). 

2.4. Analysis of the coupling of anion rotation and Li migration 

To calculate the local difference frequency center (LDFC), the cluster 
rotational frequency (frotation = 1

360×
d(θs− o)

dt ) and the Li hopping frequency 
(fhopping = dmax

dcut t) were calculated during the MD simulation, the θs-o is the 
rotational angel for S-O bond compare to the initial position of S-O bond 
at time t, dcut is determined by the first peak of RDF. And the Li atoms 
neighbor to the center atom (S) and edge atom (O) are considered for 
calculating the Li hopping frequency. Besides, the MD process is divided 
into many sections according to the time that the index of neighbored Li 
atoms changed. And the LDFC can be defined as the difference of 
averaged cluster rotational frequency and averaged Li hopping 
frequency. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structure and stability of the cluster-based anti-perovskites 

In this work, we considered the APs structures by combining the Li, 
divalent A anions (including O2− , S2− , Se2− , Te2− , SO4

2− , SeO4
2− ) and 

monovalent B anions (including F− , Cl− , Br− , I− , H− , OH− , CN− , NO2
− , 

NH2
− , BH4

− , BF4
− , BCl4− and AlH4

− ) to form structures with the chemical 
formula of Li3AB (Li3BA). For the typical APs (Li3AB, Fig. 1a), a anions 
form the corner-sharing Li6A octahedra with the space between octa-
hedra occupied by monovalent anions B. The corresponding predicted 
Goldschmidt tolerance factors (t) for these typical APs (Fig. S2) show 
that there are limited number of A-B pairs (17 pairs) with t in the optimal 
range of 0.8~1.1 for stable APs [26], in addition to 8 Li3AB already 
studied before such as Li3OCl and Li3OBH4, only 9 Li3AB with the suit-
able t. On the contrary, the exchange of positions for anions A and B 
(forming modified-Li3BA, namely m-Li3BA, Fig. 1a) triggers more A-B 
pairs (28 pairs) to form the stable APs with t in the range of 0.8~1.1 
(Fig. 1b), while few studies involve this m-Li3BA. Thus, to explore this 
new fertile ground of site-exchanged antiperovskites for solid state 
electrolytes, we adopted global minimum search of free energy surfaces 
via DFT calculations (Experimental Section) to only predict the 
ground-state structures of cluster-based m-Li3BA (also called PAPs) with 
t in the range of 0.8~1.1. The optimized ground-state structures are 
shown in Fig. S3 and the lattice constants are displayed in Table S1, 
whose structures have different degrees of distortion and exhibit the 
pseudo-cubic feature with high stability. 

The calculated energy above hulls (Ehull) for m-Li3BA listed in 
Table S2 further confirm that most single cluster-based APs are ther-
modynamically stable (Ehull =0, such as Li3OHS, Li3ClSeO4, etc.), while 
there are relatively large Ehull values for double cluster-based APs. 
Considering the instabilities of anion polyhedron with possible rotations 
in the anti-perovskite framework, we focused on the PAPs with Ehull 

lower than 0.2 eV/atom to further explore the potential applications on 
the SSEs. Also, the Ehull is used as a criterion for the synthesizability as it 
determines the material’s thermodynamic stability relative to other 
competing phases. We thus set a threshold of Ehull < 0.2 eV/atom to pick 
the potential APs based on the previous work, which suggests that the 
previously synthesized metastable materials have the changed Ehulls in 
the range of 0.05~0.2 eV/atom by an analysis in a curated set of 
~30,000 inorganic materials obtained from the Materials Project data-
base [27]. Therefore, the predicted thermodynamically stable structures 
with Ehull = 0, such as Li3OHX (X = S, Se and Te) and Li3YSeO4 (Y = Cl, 
Br and I), are likely to be synthesizable (phase diagrams are also con-
structed, Fig. S4). Besides, the phonon dispersions (Figs. 1c and S5) 
indicate these metastable materials are dynamically stable and these 
materials may be thermodynamically stable by the entropic contribu-
tions at elevated temperatures. Therefore, the temperature-dependent 
formation free energies (section S1) were calculated to further confirm 
the confirm the synthesizability. As indicated in Fig. S6, these predicted 
structures, such as Li3YSO4 (Y = Cl, Br and I), are entropically stable at 
elevated temperatures and much likely to be experimentally synthe-
sized. Notably, for the Li3OHX (Figs. 1c and Fig. S5, X represents the 
element of S, Se, Te), the imaginary phonon modes at R points represent 
the rotations of Li6O octahedron, which may have few influences on the 
stabilities of anion frameworks. Actually, these rotation modes may 
have potential contributions to the superionic conductivities, which 
have been discussed by recent studies conducted by Kageyam’s group 
[28]. For the Li3NH2SO4, the imaginary phonon modes represent the 
rotations of NH2

− groups, which modes may facilitate the paddlewheel 
mechanism for the greater ionic conductivity. 

The band structures for stable PAPs are calculated based on the 
HSE06 hybrid functional to predict the upper boundaries of electro-
chemical stabilities, as shown in Fig. S7. The calculated band gaps for 
PAPs are in the range of 3.93~8.14 eV (Fig. 1d), which are larger than 
most of sulfides and comparable with oxides as indicated in Fig. 1e, 

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic for exchanging positions of A and B anions to form the modified-Li3BA (m-Li3BA). (b) Heat maps of the predicted tolerance factors of m- 
Li3BA, the horizontal axis represents the divalent anions A and vertical axis represents the monovalent anions B. (c) The phonon dispersion of the Li3OHS. (d) The 
band gaps of the stable m-Li3BA calculated by HSE06 hybrid functional. (f) The comparison of the band gaps of PAP, oxide and sulfide SSEs [30–43]. 
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reducing the possibility of electron leakage during the operation of 
battery. The calculated band gap of Li3OCl (6.25 eV) agrees well with 
the previous theoretical study (6.2 eV) [29]. 

3.2. Ionic conductivities of the cluster-based anti-perovskites 

Based on AIMD simulations in the range of 600~1200 K, the 
Arrhenius relations, fitted activation energies (Ea) and extrapolated 
room-temperature conductivities (σRT) have been obtained, as displayed 
in Fig. 2a and Fig. S8a. All the designed structures with low activation 
energies (0.22~0.38 eV) and high ionic conductivities (0.04 ~ 10.91 
mS/cm) show the superior ionic conductivities than typical APs, such as 
Li3OCl (σRT = 0.021 mS/cm, details can be found in Fig. S9, and the 
result is consistent well with the earlier computational work [44]) or 
Li3OBr (σRT = 0.00724 mS/cm) [44], implying the great potential as 
SSEs. Li3BrSO4, Li3NO2SO4 and Li3OHTe (σRT = 10.91 mS/cm, 5.26 
mS/cm and 6.7 mS/cm, respectively) show the comparable 
room-temperature ionic conductivities with some sulfide SSEs, i.e, 
Li3.45Si0.45P0.55S4, σRT = 6.7 mS/cm [45]. The high ionic conductivities 
were also confirmed by the probability density distributions of Li ions 
based on the AIMD simulations. As displayed in Fig. S8b, the 3-dimen-
sional (3D) Li diffusive channels are formed by the distinct Li crystal-
lographic sites in the Li6X octahedron, and the even density distribution 
suggests that there is relatively flat energy landscape for Li ion diffusion. 
The 3D Li ion diffusion in PAPs is also verified from the isotropic mean 
square displacements (MSD) of Li ions (Figs. 2b and S10) at 900 K. 
However, the existence of grain boundaries (GB) may result in the dif-
ference of ionic conductivity between single crystals and polycrystals. 
According to the previous reports [46], the influence of the GB on the 
total ion conductivity is strongly depending on the materials system, so 
it is difficult for us to determine a priori whether GBs will be detrimental 
or beneficial for the total ionic conductivities of our predicted materials. 
But it is not the highlight in the study, we will focus on this influence in 
our future study. In addition, to further verify the extrapolated RT ionic 
conductivity, the machine learning atomic potential based on the 
moment tensor potential (MTP) framework for Li3BrSO4 was trained in 
this work, detailed process and parameters are shown in Section S1. The 

mean absolute errors (MAEs) in energy and force are 2.25 meV/atom 
(Fig. 2c) and 0.09 eV/Å (Fig. S11), which are similar to or less than those 
of other MTPs fitted in the previous work [47], showing the high ac-
curacy of reproducing DFT energies and forces. The ultralong-time MD 
simulation (1 µs) at room temperature (300 K) was conducted by this 
machine learning potential. The total MSD of Li ion diffusion in Li3BrSO4 
is shown in Fig. 2d, the corresponding diffusion coefficient is 6.2 × 10− 8 

cm2/s, much close to the DFT extrapolated RT diffusion coefficient 
(6.96 × 10− 8 cm2/s), confirming the accuracy of DFT predicted RT ionic 
conductivities. Also, the MSD for O ions (Fig. S11b) exhibits the 
low-temperature rotatability of SO4

2− anions during a microsecond level. 
By analyzing the dynamics of lithium ions during the AIMD simu-

lations, PAPs with high ionic conductivities, such as Li3BrSO4 and 
Li3OHTe, display the weak time correlations for Li ions hopping based 
on the van Hove correlation function (Fig. S12), indicating that the 
concerted migration has few contributions to the ionic conductivities of 
PAPs. Besides, radius distribution functions (RDFs) provide the valuable 
structural information to shed light into the diffusion bottleneck. For 
instance, the RDFs (Fig. S13) of Li3BrSO4 (σRT = 10.91 mS/cm) and 
Li3BrSeO4 (σRT = 0.15 mS/cm) indicate that the averaged bond lengths 
of Li-O and Li-S ionic pairs are same in the both structures (or Li-O, Li-N, 
Li-S and N-O pairs in Li3NO2SO4 and Li3NO2SeO4, σRT = 5.3 mS/cm and 
0.8 mS/cm, respectively), and only little difference can be found be-
tween Li-S (3.15 Å) and Li-Se (3.31 Å) pairs caused by different ele-
ments, which are not enough to explain the large change of ionic 
conductivities. Thus, the Coulombic interactions are also not the 
dominant mechanism for fast cations diffusion in these PAPs. 

To further probe the features for the high ionic conductivities of PAPs 
(taking Li3BrSO4 system as an example), the MSD curves for every 
element has been studied (see Fig. S14a). It is worth noting that there are 
certain displacements of edged ions of anion clusters (as the O ions in the 
SO4

2− clusters in Fig. 2e, MSDs for other PAPs are shown in Fig. S15), 
while the MSDs for these edged ions become flatten gradually with time, 
which means these edged ions diffuse in a limited space. To visualize this 
interesting phenomenon, the ion migration trajectories of Li3BrSO4 from 
the 900 K AIMD simulations show that the oxygen atoms only move 
around the sulfur atoms without any obvious long-range migration, 

Fig. 2. (a) Calculated Arrhenius relations based on AIMD simulation for Li diffusion in studied PAPs. (b) The mean square displacement (MSD) for Li in Li3BrSO4 
along x, y and z directions. (c) Comparisons of the energies obtained by MTP and DFT on the training and testing dataset for Li3BrSO4. (d) The MSD for Li in Li3BrSO4 
based on the ultralong-time MLMD simulations (1 µS). (e) The MSD for Br (orange), S (light blue) and O (drak blue) in Li3BrSO4. (f) The calculated anion rotation and 
migration barriers, Erot and Emig, based on NEB calculation for Li3BrSO4. The inset plot shows the schematic of anion rotation and migration. 
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suggesting the rotational dynamics of anion clusters in PAPs (see 
Fig. S14b and c). The possibility of this anion rotation mode was 
assessed by the bond valence pathway analyzer (BVPA) [48], Erot and 
Emig represent the energy barrier of anion rotation in a cluster and anion 
migration between neighbor clusters respectively. For PAPs in this work, 
the Erot is always smaller than Emig (Fig. S16), indicating that the rota-
tion mode occurs prior to migration mode. Also, we adopted the 
climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method [49] to calculate 
the both energy barriers (Erot and Emig) of SO4

2− in Li3BrSO4 (Fig. 2f) (the 
detailed information for this CI-NEB is provided in Section S2). NEB 
result indicates the low energy barrier for the rotation of SO4

2− and the 
relatively large barrier for the migration mode, which agrees well with 
the BVPA calculation. 

3.3. Dynamics properties 

The observed anion rotations in PAPs may be responsible for the high 
ionic conductivities by providing extra power for Li migration. There-
fore, to understand the dependence of the Li-ion conductivity on the 
rotation dynamics of anions or the potential correlations between Li 
diffusion and anion rotations, we first determined the non-trivial 
diffusion events by a protocol previously adopted to characterize Li 
dynamics in LLZO or in glassy Li3PS4 [50,51], which identifies the 

long-lived Li-ion displacements (events) during the AIMD simulations by 
analyzing the functional: 

hi
(
t; tp, a, ta

)
=

∏ta/2

t′=(ta − tp)/2

θ(|ri(t+ t′) − ri(t − t′)| − a)

This functional is performed for each Li ion (i) in the snapshot 
structure at time t, and hi = 1 suggests the ion i undergoes a long-lived 
displacement. θ(x) represents the Heaviside step function, which equals 
to 0 or 1 when the displacement (|ri(t + t′) − ri(t − t′)|) less or larger than 
a. Thus, only the migrations with displacements ≥ a that occur over a 
time ≤ ( tw = ta − tp) and stay at a distinct position for a time ≥ tp are 
picked out, tp is the residence time before and after the displacement 
event, tw is the transition time and ta is the time window including the 
residence and transition times. In the current work, 3 ps and 12 ps of tw 

and ta were adopted to explore the long-lived Li-ion large-displacement 
events. In addition, the values of a for different structures can be chosen 
according to the RDF of Li-Li pairs, which correspond to the minimal 
bond length of Li-Li pairs [52]. 

The identified long-lived Li diffusion events are characterized by 
plotting the hi vs. time for every Li ion in the simulated supercell (23 Li 
ions). Fig. 3a displays the diffusion events for Li migration in the 
Li3BrSO4, among which 18 distinctive events with significant time 

Fig. 3. Characterization of the long-lived Li-ion migration in Li3BrSO4. (a) The Li-ion migration events identified from the AIMD simulation during 60 ps, with 23 Li 
ions. For instance, for the 20th Li-ion (corresponding to the line at ‘20′), an event will be recorded which starts at about 15 ps, the red region represents the events 
with a larger threshold distance (a = 4 Å). (b) Number of Li ions participates in a diffusion event at the same time. (c) The trajectories of specific Li ions for events 
marked by red stars in (b), including one, two and three Li ions participate in a diffusion event. (d–f) The line displacements of the Li ion (black line) and the O ions 
(blue lines) in two neighboring SO4

2− anion clusters for events shown in (c). 
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interval can be found, and there are more events with a smaller 
threshold distance a (shown in Fig. S17). Although there are in general 
subtle differences of threshold distance for different structures, the 
significantly more events (also, more events with larger threshold dis-
tance of a = 4 Å marked as red region in Fig. 3a indicate the longer 
migration pathway with low activation energy) were found in the high 
Li ion conducting Li3BrSO4 compared to other PAPs, such as Li3ClSO4, 
Li3BrSeO4, Li3ISeO4 and Li3NO2SO4 (see Figs. S18 and S19). 

Summing the hi at each time effectively identifies the number of Li 
ions whose long-lived diffusion events occur near simultaneously. These 
events are displayed in Figs. 3b and S18–19, mainly involving the 
participation of one, two and three Li ions during the same time win-
dows (also, four or five Li ions participation can be found in Li3BrSO4). 
Fig. S20 plots summed hi versus varied parameters (residence time Δt 
and time window ta), which shows that the time correlated migration 
events persist across the range of varied parameters and demonstrates 
that the qualatitive migration behaviors are not sensitive to the detailed 
sampling procedure. Although the events of Li-ion migrations are 
correlated in time based on the above analysis of hi, whether these 
events are correlated in space is not clear. To address this question, we 
illustrated the real-space displacements of Li (Li-ions diffusion trajec-
tories) in Li3BrSO4 for specific diffusion events marked by red stars in 
Fig. 3b as displayed in Fig. 3c. Noting that, only few Li diffusion events 
exhibit the correlation in space, such as Li20 and Li22 of Li3BrSO4 in 
Fig. 3c. The involved two adjacent Li ions undergo migrations that 

impinge upon the previous positions of the others, which is reminiscent 
of the ion migration in glass that always involves the cooperative 
migration correlated in space and time [53]. While there are more Li 
migration events in PAPs without the correlation in space (such as the 
events involved Li7, Li17 and Li21 of Li3BrSO4 in Fig. 3c), these Li ions 
are correlated in time. This is different from the diffusion behaviors in 
traditional anti-perovskite SSEs (Li3OCl), as previous work reported by 
Zerina [54] that the correlated migration dominates the Li-ions diffusive 
behaviors. 

Most importantly, the present work highlights that the reorientations 
of anion clusters will occur simultaneously with the Li diffusion events, 
are these reorientations contributing to the fast Li-ion migrations in 
PAPs? Fig. 3d-f illustrate the displacements of Li ions and neighboring 
anions rotations in Li3BrSO4 to answer this question, which are relative 
to the initial positions of ions in the range of chosen time windows for 
specific migration events marked by red stars in Fig. 3b. For the case of 
one, two and three-ions migration events in Li3BrSO4, the rotational 
displacements of SO4

2− are significantly synchronized with the migration 
of lithium cation (Li3, Li20 and Li7) during the same time windows 
(Fig. 3d–f), the corresponding anion rotational displacements can reach 
3.0 Å, showing large rotational angles. Also, the similar correlation 
between the displacements of cations and rotation of anion clusters are 
found in other PAPs (Fig. S18–19, S21). Fig. S22 provides a more 
detailed view of this coupling diffusion mechanism by highlighting how 
the anion clusters (nearest neighbors to migrating Li ion) rotate in a Li 

Fig. 4. The 2 dimensional probability density distributions (a-c) and the Helmholtz free energy surfaces (d–f) of the clusters in Li3BrSO4, Li3ClSO4 and Li3BrSeO4, 
respectively. The positions and heights of the local minima and the transition states in the Helmholtz free energy surfaces display the rotational pathways and 
barriers. The angles of θ and φ are defined in the reference framework of the lattice structures, the angles between S-O bond and the z axis or between the x axis and 
the projection of the S-O vector in the xy-plane are defined as the θ or φ. The schematic can be seen in the Fig. S23. (g) The angular autocorrelation functions for 
clusters (SO4

2− and SeO4
2− ) in the Li3BrSO4, Li3ClSO4 and Li3BrSeO4 systems during the AIMD simulations. (h) The angular autocorrelation functions of OH− in the 

Li3OHS, Li3OHSe and Li3OHTe systems. 
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diffusion event. In all of the displayed migration events, the anion 
clusters exhibit the same displacement direction with the Li migrations, 
implying the faster Li migrations promoted by anion rotations. There-
fore, based on the above analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
anion cluster rotations are highly correlated with the Li migrations in 
space and in time in PAPs, which is consistent well with the 
paddlewheel-type mechanism. 

For exploring how the anion cluster rotation dynamics affect the Li- 
ion migration, AIMD data were further extracted to calculate the 2- 
dimension probability density distributions and the Helmholtz free en-
ergy surfaces of the anion clusters. As illustrated in Fig. 4a–c, based on 
the spherical coordinates (for defining the angles θ and φ of anion 
clusters and evaluating the rotational angles during the simulation 
process, the schematic can be seen in Fig. S23), the 2D density distri-
butions of S-O and Se-O bonds in Li3BrSO4, Li3ClSO4 and Li3BrSeO4 (the 
three similar structures with relatively large difference of ionic con-
ductivities were selected as examples) reveal the dispersive and disor-
dered rotation of anion clusters with varied angles θ and φ, exhibiting 
the anion reorientation dynamics. The distinct maxima of density dis-
tributions for four O atoms bonded to S exhibit the higher probability 
density distribution than that of SeO4

2− , suggesting the significant and 
negligible reorientation dynamics of SO4

2− and SeO4
2− , respectively. This 

is consistent well with the displacements results (Fig. S18b), showing 
that O atoms in SeO4

2− anions exhibit smaller displacements than that in 
SO4

2− anions during the studied migration events. Fig. 4g demonstrates a 
quantitative measure of the rotation dynamics of anion clusters (angular 
autocorrelation function C(t), see Section S1 for details), the faster decay 
of the anion reorientation reveals the greater rotational freedom for 
SO4

2− in Li3BrSO4 (the decay of anion reorientation follows the trend, 
SeO4

2− (Li3BrSeO4) < SO4
2− (Li3ClSO4) < SO4

2− (Li3BrSO4)), attributing to 
the flatter rotational free energy landscapes for O ligands of the SO4

2−

anions with the low Helmholtz free energy barriers of 0.15–0.25 eV 
(Fig. 4d-e) than O ligands of the SeO4

2− anions (higher Helmholtz free 
energy barriers of 0.5–0.6 eV, Fig. 4f). Noting that the C(t) for SeO4

2−

anions in Li3BrSeO4 is approximately near 0.8, signifying that the anion 
rotations are oscillatory around their initial positions. Similarly, the 
SeO4

2− anions in Li3ClSeO4 and Li3ISeO4 also exhibit the low rotational 
dynamics, yet the other studied systems exhibit the relative high anion- 
rotation dynamics illustrated by the angular autocorrelation functions in 
Fig. S24. This limited rotational freedom of SeO4

2− demonstrates the 
main reason for its low RT ionic conductivity (0.146 mS/cm of Li3Br-
SeO4, which is far less than 10.91 mS/cm of Li3BrSO4), namely the slow 
rotational dynamics weakening the paddlewheel effects and thus slow-
ing the Li migration [55]. 

3.4. Dynamics coupling between anion cluster and cations 

However, the rotational freedom alone not nessesarily guarantees 
the paddlewheel phenomenon for high ionic conductivities. As demon-
strated in Fig. 4h, the faster decay of angular autocorrelation functions 
for OH anions in Li3OHX (X represents the S, Se and Te) exhibit the faster 
rotational dynamics than SO4

2− in Li3BrSO4, while the ionic conductiv-
ities of Li3OHX are lower than that of Li3BrSO4. Thus, the possible effects 
from the dynamics coupling between anion cluster and cations was 
further discussed in the following. 

According to the discussion of previous work [24], besides the 
rotational freedom, the occurred time scale of rotational modes causing 
the energy landscape fluctuation (frequency associated with the rota-
tional dynamics) is also a crucial factor for accelerating the migration 
rate of cations based on the paddlewheel mechanism, and too fast or too 
slow fluctuation will weaken the paddlewheel effect. In this work, the 
power spectra (vibration density of states) for cations and anions were 
calculated from the velocity autocorrelation function to characterize the 
time scales or fluctuations. Several qualitative features are noteworthy 
according to the power spectra displayed in Fig. S25. Firstly, some PAPs 
with the greater ionic conductivity display lower-frequency peak. For 

example, the lithium vibrational spectrum of Li3OHX shifts to lower 
frequency when X changes from S to Te with the increased ionic con-
ductivities. This phenomenon is in agreement with the theory argued by 
Muy et al [56], which reported that the density of low-frequencies 
lithium modes is correlated with the probability for lithium migration. 
However, the lithium vibrational spectra of Li3BrXO4 and Li3ClXO4 (X is 
the S and Se) show the opposite feature (Fig. S25), i.e., the Li3Br(Cl)SO4 
exhibits the greater ionic conductivity and the higher-frequency peak 
compared to that of Li3XSeO4 (X is the Cl, Br and I), the corresponding 
average vibrational frequencies are 289.89 (295.08) cm− 1 for Li3Br(Cl) 
SO4 and 272.69~284.02 cm− 1 for Li3XSeO4. A similar phenomenon has 
been also reported in brominated Li3OCl systems [57], suggesting that 
the paradigm of “lower lithium phonon band center is accompanied by 
the higher ionic conductivity” may not be straightforward as previously 
thought for PAPs. 

In addition, as identified in Fig. S26, the overlap between Li and 
anions vibrational spectra suggest that the momentum transfer occurs 
between the dynamics of anion clusters and lithium, which provides the 
additional driving force for the migration of lithium. Thus, the PAPs 
exhibiting the significant paddle-wheel effects to assist the Li migration 
shall possess the strong vibrational coupling and the large anion reor-
ientations. While for Li3XSeO4 systems, the low rotational freedoms of 
SeO4

− 2 (Figs. 4g and S26) weaken the paddlewheel effect although the 
obvious vibrational coupling can be found between SeO4

− 2 and Li. 
Finally, the local difference frequency center (LDFC, Computation 
Methods) is defined to evaluate the coupled degree of Li hopping and 
cluster rotation in a more quantatitive way, which can be calculated as 
the difference of the average anion cluster rotational frequency and the 
average Li hopping frequency, see details in Method. The corresponding 
kernel density distributions of frotation and fhopping for Li3BrSO4 are shown 
in Fig. 5a. It shall be noted that only the Li atoms neighboring to the 
studied clusters are considered for the statics of fhopping and the smaller 
LDFC indicates the higher coupled degree of Li hopping and cluster 
rotation (see similar results for other PAPs in Fig. S27). It can be seen 
from Fig. 5b that the Li3BrSO4 with the minimum LDFC (1.64) shows the 
strongest coupling between Li and SO4

2− dynamics, thus exhibiting the 
lowest activation energy. In summary, the increased LDFC suggests the 
reduced paddlewheel dynamics, which correspond to the lower ionic 
conductivity in some studied PAPs in this work. Therefore, our LDFC can 
be generally applied to provide a unified physical picture for the con-
tributions of paddlewheel mechanism on the enhanced Li migration 
across many super-ionic conductors with anion rotation dynamics. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, using a combination of particle swarm optimization 
algorithm and DFT simulations, we demonstrated the exchanging anion 
lattice sites in the anti-perovskite could promote the structure stabilities 
for incorporating anion clusters and ionic conductivities simultaneously. 
The structure stabilities were characterized by energy above hull and 
phonon spectrum (showing the thermodynamically and kinetically sta-
bility, respectively), and the calculated ionic conductivities of these 
PAPs are comparable with some sulfide SSEs, among which the prom-
ising Li3BrSO4 (σRT = 10.91 mS/cm) shows the highest ionic conduc-
tivity, which is hundreds of times higher than the ionic conductivity of 
typical Li3OCl antiperovskite, 0.0248 mS/cm. Additionally, we detected 
that the obvious rotational dynamics of anion clusters for most PAPs, the 
further dynamics analysis indicate that anion cluster rotations of PAPs 
with high ionic conductivity are highly correlated with the Li migrations 
in space and in time, exhibiting the strong paddlewheel-type dynamics. 
Importantly, the local difference frequency center (LDFC) was proposed 
to quantitatively evaluate the strength of paddlewheel dynamics, and 
Li3BrSO4 with the minimum LDFC (1.64 THz) shows the lowest activa-
tion energy. Thus, we conclude that the cluster-based anti-perovskites 
with high ionic conductivity exhibit the several key features that enable 
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the paddlewheel dynamics. Firstly, these structures contain anion clus-
ters with the high rotational freedom to potentially drive the Li migra-
tion. Then, these structures shall also display the small LDFC for strong 
coupling degree between Li migration and anion rotational modes. In 
general, these data demonstrate that the free-rotating anion clusters and 
the LDFC can be the structural and dynamics descriptors for screening or 
designing the novel fast ionic conductors with paddlewheel effects. We 
suggest more experiments and computations to study such Li-anion 
clusters rotational/vibrational coupling dynamics in the SSEs, which is 
the fertile ground in designing solid-state electrolytes. 

Supporting Information (SI). 
The method for calculating ionic conductivity, orientational corre-

lation function and other supporting information. 
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